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Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a human neurodegenerative disease of rapid progression for 

which no effective treatment exists, resulting in progressive paralysis and death. Similar clinical signs 

cause distress to research animals modelling the disease. From a 3Rs perspective 

implement refinement measures such as humane endpoints and housing adaptations.

To evaluate whether measures for refinement and experimental design optimisation were reported, 

published studies on murine ALS models were analysed (

a scale of severity, based on the disease stage that animals reached. Studies published in 2005, 2009 

and 2011 were included to cover the period in which guidelines to improve preclinical ALS research 

were introduced2, 3. 

Report of compliance with regulation for animal use and care increased over the years reviewed 

(p<0.01), however the severity level remained unchanged (62% of studies implemented a late stage 

endpoint of disease progression). Preclinical studies were reported with significantly higher level of 

detail than proof-of-concept studies throughout the years. 

similar neurodegenerative disease model for which no specific research guidelines exist, ALS 

research used less severe endpoints with humane endpoints reported in 90% of publications. 
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(ALS) is a human neurodegenerative disease of rapid progression for 

which no effective treatment exists, resulting in progressive paralysis and death. Similar clinical signs 

cause distress to research animals modelling the disease. From a 3Rs perspective 

implement refinement measures such as humane endpoints and housing adaptations.

To evaluate whether measures for refinement and experimental design optimisation were reported, 

published studies on murine ALS models were analysed (n=267). Studies were classified according to 

a scale of severity, based on the disease stage that animals reached. Studies published in 2005, 2009 

and 2011 were included to cover the period in which guidelines to improve preclinical ALS research 

Report of compliance with regulation for animal use and care increased over the years reviewed 

, however the severity level remained unchanged (62% of studies implemented a late stage 

endpoint of disease progression). Preclinical studies were reported with significantly higher level of 

concept studies throughout the years. Compared with Huntington’s disease

similar neurodegenerative disease model for which no specific research guidelines exist, ALS 

research used less severe endpoints with humane endpoints reported in 90% of publications. 
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Refinement and experimental design in publications: a longitudinal 

(ALS) is a human neurodegenerative disease of rapid progression for 

which no effective treatment exists, resulting in progressive paralysis and death. Similar clinical signs 

cause distress to research animals modelling the disease. From a 3Rs perspective it is desirable to 

implement refinement measures such as humane endpoints and housing adaptations. 

To evaluate whether measures for refinement and experimental design optimisation were reported, 

Studies were classified according to 

a scale of severity, based on the disease stage that animals reached. Studies published in 2005, 2009 

and 2011 were included to cover the period in which guidelines to improve preclinical ALS research 

Report of compliance with regulation for animal use and care increased over the years reviewed 

, however the severity level remained unchanged (62% of studies implemented a late stage 

endpoint of disease progression). Preclinical studies were reported with significantly higher level of 

Compared with Huntington’s disease1, a 

similar neurodegenerative disease model for which no specific research guidelines exist, ALS 

research used less severe endpoints with humane endpoints reported in 90% of publications.  
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